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Welcome to Plum Class
• Our School Vision
• The people who work in this class

• What our classroom looks like

• How we keep people safe in our classroom

• The start and end times for the day

• The things we will be learning about

• Our PE day
• The days we will be changing the children’s home reading books

• How to get in contact with me





Our vision for the children at HCPS

The office blocks of Leeds are visible from our classrooms and it is our belief and desire that 

children from Hunslet Carr Primary School should be able to grow up and be 

successful within their own city. 

We want our children to aspire to be the lawyers, doctors and professionals that work in our 

city every day and to give them experiences to inspire their self-belief.

The key to ensuring our children succeed, both while children at the school and in the future, 
is having a caring stimulating and stable environment in which to enjoy their early years. We 

work hard to ensure the school allows our children to grow in to happy, caring members of 

the community.



The people who work in our class are…
The teacher is Ms Roberts We are supported by Mrs Sargent And Mrs Hedagus



What our classroom looks like
We are sat in rows Some of our displays Our book corner



How we keep people safe in our class
We sit facing the front We clean our hands (a lot!) We have our own equipment



What time do we start and finish our day?

Unless you have siblings who finish later in the day – then you will leave at the same times as 

them.

We start at… We finish at…

8.40am 3.10pm



What we are learning about in English
Our first writing topic will be about Our first reading topic will be about 

The three little pigs. We will be focusing on 

using our phonics to write simple 
sentences.

Introducing children to our reading 

strategies. 



We are also learning about…
Our first maths topic will be about Our science topic will be about 

Numbers to 10. Everyday materials. We will be exploring 

everyday materials and their properties.



Our PE day is 

To help keep children safe, they should 

come to school dressed in their PE kit.

They will stay in their kit all day.

They should wear: 

Blue/black tracksuit bottoms or legging

White T-shirt

Blue/black tracksuit top or jumper



The day we will change their home book

Your child will soon be bringing home a 

reading book. This book will not have 

been touched for at least 72 hours.

They should read their book for 10 minutes 

each day.

They should bring their book back every 

Thursday when we will change it for them.



How to get in touch with me…

At the moment, parents and carers are not allowed into school.

For that reason, if you would like to get in touch with me, please call the main office on 

0113 2713804

If I am teaching at the time, I will make sure I get back in touch with you as soon as 

possible.


